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FEI Retail, PO Box 1076, White Plains, New York 10602 USA
tel: 888-211-5242  914-407-0150      orders@FEIretail.com      fax: 888-211-5765  914-407-0151

                                     small                   medium                 large                  x-large
                               (preschool)          (elementary)           (junior)           (small adult)
user height               up to 36"                  37-48"                  49-60"                  69-72"
user weight               20-40 lb                  30-60 lb              50-100 lb             60-120 lb
inside width                 8-11"                     10-13"                  12-15"                  14-18"
inside depth                 6-8"                       8-10"                   10-13"                  12-16"

 30-3075             small                     85.00 
 30-3076             medium                95.00 
 30-3077             large                   100.00 
 30-3078             x-large                147.50 

■   feeder seat and box
style mobile base

■   move individual
without
repositioning

■   medium and
large come
with a wood
box base,
XL with a
tubular
steel
base

■   specify blue
(B) or red (R)
feeder seat

2-piece mobile floor sitter (seat and base)
 30-3171 B/R    medium                          675.00 
 30-3172 B/R    large                               815.00 
 30-3174 B/R    x-large                         1,205.00 

mobile base only (blue only)
 30-3089            medium (wood)              432.50 
 30-3097            large (wood)                   430.00 
 30-3094            x-large (steel)                 667.50 

Tumble Forms® adaptive positioning

2-piece mobile floor sitterfloor sitter

modular seating systems

■   provides basic positioning 
■   seat has built-in abductor,

posturally correct contoured interior
and a safety harness

■   specify blue (B) or red (R)
feeder seat 
 30-3070 B/R    small                   302.50 
 30-3071 B/R    medium              400.00 
 30-3072 B/R    large                   520.00 
 30-3074 B/R    x-large                845.00 

■   includes feeder seat and floor sitter
wedge

■   seat is secured to wedge with
Velcro® allowing adjustment from
upright to reclining position

■   specify blue (B) or red (R) seat
floor sitter (seat and wedge)
 30-3080 B/R   small                                395.00 
 30-3081 B/R   medium                           467.50 
 30-3082 B/R   large                                602.50 
 30-3083 B/R   x-large                          1,165.00 
floor sitter wedge only (blue only)
 30-3085            small, medium, large       272.50 
 30-3086            x-large                             597.50 

■   large pneumatic tires allow travel over
rough terrain

■   rear wheels fold for easy storage and
transportability

feeder seat (in red)
plus wedge (in blue)

make up the floor
sitter

Sizing chart for Skillbuilders® and Tumble Forms 2® seats

feeder seats

Rover® stroller with feeder seat

feeder seat covers

■   stand alone tray
■   height adjustable
■   non-slip work

surface
■   medium/large tray:

23"W x 22"D x 
14-20"H

■   XL tray: 32"W x 23"D x
20-30"H

■   can also be used with Skillbuilders® and
Special Tomato® feeder/sitter seats

 30-3079     for medium, large seat            875.00 
 30-3069     for XL seat                               875.00 

Rover® frame with Tumble Forms® feeder seat
specify blue (B) or red (R)
 30-3521 B/R       medium                        1,215.00 
 30-3522 B/R       large                             1,370.00 
 30-3523 B/R       x-large                         1,850.00 

Rover® frame with Skillbuilders® feeder seat                   
 30-1520               small                                817.50 
 30-1521               medium                           867.50 
 30-1522               large                                892.50 
 30-1523               x-large                          1,155.00 

Rover® frame only
 30-3504               small/medium               1,005.00 
 30-3500               large                             1,140.00 
 30-3505               x-large                          1,340.00 

tray for Rover® frame
 30-3506               medium (not shown)       467.50 

feeder seat shown
with optional

feeder seat cover
steel base

x-large
only

adjustable tray

wood
base
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